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The contingent negative variation (CNV) is a long-latency electro-

encephalography (EEG) surface negative potential with cognitive and

motor components, observed during response anticipation. CNV is an

index of cortical arousal during orienting and attention, yet its

functional neuroanatomical basis is poorly understood. We used

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with simultaneous

EEG and recording of galvanic skin response (GSR) to investigate

CNV-related central neural activity and its relationship to peripheral

autonomic arousal. In a group analysis, blood oxygenation level

dependent (BOLD) activity during the period of CNV generation was

enhanced in thalamus, somatomotor cortex, bilateral midcingulate,

supplementary motor, and insular cortices. Enhancement of CNV-

related activity in anterior and midcingulate, SMA, and insular cortices

was associated with decreases in peripheral sympathetic arousal. In a

subset of subjects in whom we acquired simultaneous EEG and fMRI

data, we observed activity in bilateral thalamus, anterior cingulate, and

supplementary motor cortex that was modulated by trial-by-trial

amplitude of CNV. These findings provide a likely functional neuro-

anatomical substrate for the CNV and demonstrate modulation of

components of this neural circuitry by peripheral autonomic arousal.

Moreover, these data suggest a mechanistic model whereby thalamo-

cortical interactions regulate CNV amplitude.

D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The contingent negative variation (CNV) is a slow event-related

potential (ERP), generated over several seconds following an elicit-

ing event, observed using electroencephalography (EEG). The CNV

is classically induced by forewarned reaction time tasks, where a

warning stimulus (S1) is followed by a predictable interval before a

second (imperative) stimulus (S2) that cues a reaction time response.

The CNV, which develops in the anticipatory interval (between S1
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and S2) at the vertex, has been termed the ‘‘expectancy wave’’

(Walter et al., 1964). Amore general model of the CNVencapsulates

a concept of cortical arousal related to anticipatory attention,

preparation, motivation, and information processing (Tecce, 1972).

Neurophysiological studies indicate that cortical surface-nega-

tive potentials, such as the CNV, result from depolarization of

apical dendrites of cortical pyramidal cells by thalamic afferents

and reflect excitation over an extended cortical area (Birbaumer et

al., 1990). The CNV itself may reflect integration of dissociable

neural processes. The early phase of the CNV, maximal at midline

frontal electrodes, encompasses an orienting response to S1. The

amplitude of this early component may be modulated by physio-

logical arousal and stimulus properties of S1 (Rohrbaugh et al.,

1976). The later component of the CNV, maximal at the vertex,

reflects a greater component of motor preparation (Birbaumer et

al., 1990; Rockstroh et al., 1991; Rohrbaugh et al., 1976).

It has been proposed that central mechanisms regulating CNV

are closely associated with the operation of thalamocortical mech-

anisms that filter sensory information (Birbaumer et al., 1990;

Brunia and Van Boxtel, 2001; Elbert and Rockstroh, 1987; Skinner

and Yingling, 1976). Focused attention, necessary for CNV gen-

eration, requires the selective filtering of salient sensory informa-

tion from other distracting sensory inputs to enable specific

stimulus–response (S–R) pairings (Yingling and Skinner, 1976).

The negative shift in cortical potential underlying the CNV may

thus reflect increased thalamocortical sensory information flow

(Birbaumer et al., 1990; Brunia and Van Boxtel, 2001; Elbert and

Rockstroh, 1987). Consistent with this notion, GABAergic tha-

lamic neuronal activity has been shown to have a modulatory

influence on arousal and attention, including activated states of

alertness (Le Masson et al., 2002; Steriade, 2001, 2003). However,

a relationship between thalamo-cortical interactions and CNV

generation has not been directly demonstrated in humans.

Brain regions including primary motor cortex, anterior cingu-

late, and supplementary motor area (SMA) are implicated in

magnetic field encephalography (MEG) studies as generating the

CNV (Ioannides et al., 1994; Liu et al., 1996). However, the

contribution of subcortical centers, such as thalamus, to CNV-

related activity has remained largely theoretical. Among cortical

regions, the SMA has been implicated in general motor preparation

and execution of movements (Lee et al., 1999). However, the
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association of anterior cingulate cortex with CNV generation is

noteworthy since this region is also implicated in autonomic control

and integration of peripheral arousal with cognition, for example,

during delay in outcome anticipation (Critchley et al., 2000, 2001,

2003). Some studies have demonstrated that CNV amplitude

(particularly the early component) may be modulated by peripheral

arousal state, for example, increased heart rate (Tecce, 1972), yet

the neuroanatomical basis of interactions between CNV and auto-

nomic arousal has not been established.

The present study examines the functional neuroanatomy un-

derlying the CNV and its interaction with peripheral autonomic

arousal. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to

map in detail cortical and subcortical regional activity during CNV

generation. We simultaneously recorded galvanic skin conductance

response (GSR) to establish where CNV-related activity was

modulated by peripheral sympathetic arousal. To directly establish

the relationship between regional brain activity and the CNV, we

used simultaneous fMRI and EEG to identify activity correlating

with trial-by-trial measures of CNV amplitude.
Material and methods

Subjects

Twelve healthy right-handed subjects (five females, seven

males mean age 30 years) were recruited by advertisement and
Fig. 1. Contingent negative variation paradigm and EEG data. Subjects performed t

Each subject, while visually fixating, was presented with repeated trials of two ton

required to make a reaction-time (button-press) response to the S2. S2 occurred

variation (CNV) describes the slow negative shift in midline (vertex) scalp poten

second stimulus (S2) is about to occur. This is illustrated diagrammatically in the u

motor responses from fMRI activity related to CNV. The averaged EEG data of one

are shown beneath. The orienting response to S1 is greatly enhanced in the scanne

EEG data acquisition resulted in relative suppression of CNV amplitude, yet the ea

data was averaged on the S1 stimulus, the later CNV component is effectively av
personal contact. All the subjects gave fully informed consent

before the study. Ethical approval was obtained from the National

Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery and the Institute of

Neurology Joint Medical Ethics Committee.

CNV task

Subjects performed a forewarned reaction time task to elicit

Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) during fMRI scanning.

Subjects viewed a fixation cross at the center of a projection

screen, and attended to auditory stimuli, presented via head-

phones in the scanner. The first warning tone, S1 = 1000 Hz,

lasted 50 ms and was followed by the second imperative

stimulus, S2 = 1000 Hz, after a variable delay [mean 4 F 0.6

s from the start of the beginning of the warning tone (S1)]. The

loudness of S1 and S2 was set at 70 dB. Subjects were required

to make a reaction time button press response immediately after

S2. The purpose of the variable delay in the S1–S2 interval was

to induce a decorrelation of the timing of CNV potential and

activity related to S2 and reaction– time response, while criti-

cally retaining the predictability of the interval (Jahanshahi et al.,

1995). The task was optimized outside the scanner in two

subjects to establish that psychological expectancy was retained

and the morphology of the early component of CNV remained

intact. Because of the temporal characteristics of the haemody-

namic response function (HRF) in fMRI, decorrelation of CNV-

related BOLD activity from S2 and response-related activity is
wo sessions of a forewarned reaction time task during fMRI data acquisition.

es, an orienting (warning) tone (S1), and an imperative tone (S2), and was

after a 3.5–4.5 s interval after the warning tone (S1). Contingent negative

tial during the delay, initiated after S1 when the subject recognizes that the

pper figure. The variable (jittered) S1–S2 interval was used to deconfound

representative subject, obtained during simultaneous fMRI data acquisition

r due to strong magnetic field. Constraints imposed by the time constant for

rly phase of CNV is present, indicated by the blue arrow. Because the CNV

eraged out with responses relating to S2 and motor execution.
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acknowledged as only partial. This was maximized by mod-

eling CNV as a fixed 3.5 s boxcar interval from S1, convolved

with a fixed canonical HRF. The intertrial interval was random-

ly generated and lasted between 7 and 12 s (mean 8 F 1 s).
Fig. 2. (A) Group data for brain activity related to CNV. The figure illustrates grou

following S1 presentation. To the left [N = 12, random effects analysis (RFX), P <

marker placed at the site of peak SMA/midcingulate activity (x, y, z coordinates giv

template brain to highlight location of activated regions, with a color bar indicatin

right hemisphere. CNV-related brain activity was observed midcingulate and adja

and dorsal midline cerebellum. (B) Individual data for brain activity related to CN

brain activity plotted on sagittal sections of a template brain at P < 0.001, uncorr

showed enhanced activity in dorsal thalamus, dorsal pons, basal ganglia, and perig

performance with accompanied GSR activity. The graphs illustrate data from one

oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) activity during the CNV epoch in peak vo

Adjacent is plotted the mean (F standard error) recorded electrodermal activity, ave

arousal is shown in a positive direction. The graph on the right illustrates the ave
During scanning, subjects underwent two sessions, each

consisting of 40 trials (Fig. 1). Subjects were scanned twice

with simultaneous EEG acquisition attempted during the second

session.
p data associated with the main effect of CNV, that is, the 3.5-s epoch period

0.05, corrected], group activity is plotted on a glass brain projection, with a

en). Adjacent, the same data are plotted orthogonal sections of a normalized

g t value of the effect and x, y, and z coordinates given for each section. R =

cent supplementary motor cortex, left somatomotor cortex, bilateral insula,

V The figure illustrates individual data for the main effect of CNV-related

ected. In addition to the regions highlighted in A, the majority of subjects

enual cingulate. (C) Peak cingulate and thalamus activity during CNV task

representative subject of the mean (F standard error) time course of blood

xels located in the cingulate and thalamus, time locked to S1 presentation.

raged over trials and time locked in the same manner increased sympathetic

raged data corrected for GSR drift between trials.



Table 1

Regional brain activity associated with the CNV

Region Side Coordinations

of peak activity

T score

Cingulate cortex + SMA L �2, �6, 50 11.09*

Somatomotor cortex L �36, �14, 60 10.71*

Insula R 42, 6, 0 8.64*

Dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex

R 42, 54, 18 7.62*

Cerebellar vermis – 2, �74, �20 7.58*

Head of caudate L �8, 14, �2 7.25*

Insula L �40, 2, 8 7.23*

Inferior parietal lobule R 66, �24, 26 7.12*

Orbitofrontal cortex R 22, 48, �12 6.55*

Occipitoparietal junction R 42, 40, 12 6.47*

Thalamus (lateral) L �20, �18, 10 6.09y

Thalamus (pulvinar) R 12, �32, 6 5.43y

Thalamus (pulvinar) L �10, �28, 8 5.38y

*P < 0.05, corrected for whole brain.
y P < 0.05, corrected for small volume of region of interest.
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Electrodermal monitoring

Skin conductance (galvanic skin responses, GSR) was contin-

uously measured (SCL 200, Biofeedback Systems, Manchester,

UK) during the scanning using silver electrodes placed on subject’s

left index and middle fingers. Low-pass filtered skin conductance

output was recorded using Spike 3 (CED, Cambridge, UK) with

scanner synchronization pulses.

Simultaneous EEG recording reconstruction and analysis

In five subjects, we successfully obtained electroencephalogra-

phy (EEG) simultaneously with acquisition of fMRI data. EEG was

recorded using 10 channels. Gold electrodes fitted with 10 kV

carbon resistors were applied on the scalp (Fpz, Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz, O1,

O2, A1, and A2) according to the International 10/20 system for

EEG. Two additional electrodes applied obliquely across the left

eye detected eye blinks. The electrodes were connected to a

headbox developed in-house (Allen et al., 1998, 2000), and placed

close to the scanner bore. EEG signals were processed via a CED

1401 (Cambridge Electronic Design Limited, Cambridge, UK).

EEG was recorded with 0.45-s time constant and a sampling rate of

5000 Hz, reduced to 200 Hz after image artifact reduction. In

conventional EEG, optimal sampling rate is a minimum of three

times the bandwidth. However, we required a sampling rate of

5000 Hz in the scanner environment to fully characterize and

subsequently remove imaging-related artifacts. Imaging and pulse

artifacts were processed using an established in-house EEG anal-

ysis system (Allen et al., 1998, 2000). High-frequency artifacts due

to RF pulses were filtered before the main gain stage (Allen et al.,

2000). For the CNV analysis, data were transferred to the Neuro-

scan Edit 4.3 (Neuroscan, USA). The magnitude of the CNV was

calculated as the integral of CNV amplitude over 3.5 s following

the first stimulus (S1), measured with respect to a baseline recorded

for 1 s before S1 onset. A trial was rejected if eye movement or

other artifacts exceeded 500 AV, and for the regression analysis, the
CNV mean response was substituted as the value for that artifact

trial. The later component of the CNV, together with the S2

induced potential, was effectively averaged out because we includ-

ed a variable interval between S1 and S2, and measured the CNV

with respect to S1. The average CNV, after the DC level had been

removed, for 40 trials (one subject) is shown for one typical subject

in Fig. 1 to highlight the reduced amplitude of the CNV signal

during fMRI (estimated as a 30% reduction in signal to noise as a

result of the short time constant) and the absence of a late

component consequent upon the variable S1–S2 interval and short

time constant.

fMRI data acquisition

Subjects were scanned during the CNV task using 2-T Siemens

Magnetom VISION scanner using T2* echoplanar imaging

weighted for blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast

[32 slices, flip angle 90j, echo time (TE) 40 ms, TR, 2.4 s, 540

acquisitions/session], and fMRI data were reconstructed using

trajectory-based reconstruction (Josephs et al., 2000). During data

acquisition, subjects were placed in the scanner with their head

fixed to avoid head movement. The first six scans were discarded

to allow T1 equilibration. Following acquisition of functional

scans, a T1-weighted MPRAGE structural sequence (TR/TE =

11/4 ms, TI/TD =1/0.5s flip angle 12j, 176 sagittal slices) was

Y. Nagai et al. / Neuro
taken from all subjects for anatomical registration with the func-

tional BOLD data.

fMRI data analysis

Imaging data was processed and analyzed using Statistical

Parametric Mapping (SPM99; Wellcome Department of Imaging

Neuroscience, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/

spm99.html) (Friston et al., 1995a,b) to correct for head move-

ment and for analyses of individual and group effects within the

framework of the General Linear Model (Friston et al., 1995b,

1999). Design matrices in each subject were constructed model-

ing components of the CNV task together with continuous

regressors for skin conductance. A mixed epoch and event-

related model was used, in which the warning tone S1 and

interval between the two tones were modeled together as a 3.5-s

epoch that captured predominantly the early component of the

CNV. The imperative stimulus S2 and reaction time response

was modeled separately as a delta function (event). Epochs and

events were convolved with a canonical haemodynamic response

function (HRF) without a temporal derivative. Skin conductance,

an index of autonomic arousal, was modeled as a continuous

regressor, without a delay, throughout task performance. Trial-

related changes in skin conductance were computed indepen-

dently for illustrative purposes. Individual analyses were con-

ducted to derive peak cingulate and thalamic activity associated

with delay period of the CNV task (Fig. 2). Contrast images

generated at the individual fixed effects level were analyzed

subsequently using a second-level random effects approach (Friston

et al., 1999).

We first tested for a significant main effect of the delay period

(CNV-related epoch) of the CNV task in individual subjects and

in a second-level group analyses. Next, to examine an association

between enhanced SMA/midcingulate activity and enhanced ac-

tivity in other brain regions, we used a univariate regression

analysis of the peak SMA/midcingulate cluster in a second

random effects analysis. To determine the relationship between

delay period activity during CNV task performance and EEG-

derived measures of CNV amplitude, we performed a fixed effects



Fig. 3. Regional brain activity related to peak cingulate activity. Group data

are plotted on normalized template brain, illustrating regional brain activity

correlating across subjects with peak cingulate activity (at P < 0.001,

uncorrected). Brain regions most active when CNV-related cingulate

activity was strongest include adjacent mid/anterior cingulate, the SMA,

somatosensory hand area, hippocampus thalamus, and cerebellum. The

color bar indicates the regional t score. Data for the relationship between

thalamic and cingulate activity strength, across subjects and sessions, is

plotted in the graph below, illustrating this second-level correlation between

thalamic and cingulate responses.

Fig. 4. (A) Brain regions modulated by CNV amplitude. In five subjects,

CNV was recorded simultaneously with acquisition of fMRI data. A fixed-

effect analysis was used to determine across these subjects regional brain

activity correlating with trial-by-trial changes in measured CNV amplitude

(derived as the integral over 3.5 s of baseline-corrected EEG data). F tests

of regions were activity-related significantly ( P < 0.05, corrected)

highlighted bilateral thalamus, anterior cingulate, SMA pons, and

cerebellum. The distribution of this activity is plotted on orthogonal

sections of a template brain, illustrating the location of thalamic involve-

ment extending into basal ganglia. (B) Cingulate activity covarying with

CNV amplitude. This figure illustrates positive covariation of anterior

cingulate activity with the regressor for CNV amplitude. The modeled

haemodynamic change is plotted as a function of time and the regressor for

CNV amplitude for one subject.
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analysis of five subjects (five sessions) in whom EEG was

successfully recorded during functional imaging. This analysis

modeled parametric modulation of the epoch period by, trial-by-

trial, measures of CNV amplitude. F-contrasts were used to

determine areas showing a significant modulation by both main

effects of delay period and amplitude of the CNV. Lastly, we

assessed regional neural activity attributable to both changes in

skin conductance and delay period activity, using conjunction

analyses at the second level (with sphericity correction for

repeated measures). Emphasis is given to data meeting threshold

criteria of P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons across the

whole brain using Family Wise Error, akin to a Bonferroni

correction. For a priori regions of interest implicated in CNV-

related mechanisms, notably the thalamus, we performed a small

volume correction for volume of interest (e.g., for thalamus a

midline sphere: radius 20 mm, center coordinates in mm from

anterior commissure 0, �15, 0) (Worsley et al., 1996). Data are

presented in figures at threshold of P < 0.001, uncorrected for

illustrative purposes.
Results

Neurophysiological effects of the forewarned reaction time task

The task successfully generated a CNV inside the scanner (N =

5) of similar form to that piloted outside the scanner (Fig. 1). In

spite of a short time constant for the CNV and an electrically noisy

scanner environment, increased CNV amplitude was observed

during interstimulus interval, compared to the baseline interval.

The constraints of CNV acquisition within the fMRI environment

was reflected in enhancement of the transient orienting response
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evoked by S1, which was further increased by pulse artifact. In the

intense electromagnetic environment of the MR scanner, blood

flow and pulsatile motion significantly effect EEG signals

(Lemieux et al., 2001). No significant difference in CNV amplitude

was observed between frontal Fz and central Cz electrodes,

suggesting an equal contribution from sources of early and late

components of the CNV. In most subjects, skin conductance

activity decreased during anticipation of the S2 and showed

subsequent rebound increase after the motor response to the

imperative stimulus (Fig. 2C).

Activity relating to the main effect of delay period

To identify the functional neuroanatomy underlying generation

of CNV, we first tested for a significant main effect of delay period

activity in the forewarned reaction time task (3.5 s commencing
Fig. 5. CNV-related brain regions covarying with increases and decrease in sym

generated at the first level for activity relating to electrodermal activity and the mai

conjunction analysis to test for common effects, regions were identified where ac

changes in electrodermal arousal at a threshold of P < 0.001, uncorrected. Regions

included motor cingulate and bilateral anterior insula/operculum. Regional activity

paracingulate/frontal polar cortices and bilateral parietal lobe. These activity patte
at S1). Contrast images for the main effect of this epoch were

obtained from each subject over two sessions and entered into

second-level random effects analysis. At a stringent threshold

(P < 0.05, corrected), enhanced activity related to the delay

CNV period was observed in midcingulate cortex, adjacent

supplementary motor cortex (SMA), left somatomotor cortex,

(corresponding to the right hand area), bilateral insula, and

dorsal midline cerebellum (Fig. 2A, Table 1). Individual subjects

consistently demonstrated the above pattern of activity though

there was individual variation in intensity of this to delay period

activity. Enhanced activity in dorsal thalamus was also observed

in group analysis at a threshold of P < 0.05 (SVC) and in

individual analyses was observed in the majority (8/12) of

subjects (threshold of P < 0.001, uncorrected), frequently asso-

ciated with activity increases in dorsal pons, basal ganglia, and

perigenual cingulate (Fig. 2B). In addition, significant CNV-
pathetic electrodermal arousal, indexed by GSR activity. Contrast images

n effect of CNV task epoch were entered into a second-level analysis. Using

tivity was significantly modulated by both the main effect of CNV and by

sensitive to decreases in sympathetic activity and to the main effect of CNV

reflecting sensitivity to increasing sympathetic arousal and CNV included

rns are illustrated on orthogonal sections of a template brain.
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related activity was observed in areas including dorsolateral

prefrontal and parietal cortices, regions implicated in selective

attentional processes. However, at an individual subject level,

activity in prefrontal, orbitofrontal, and occipitoparietal cortices

was less consistently observed.

Correlation between cingulate and thalamus

To explore the basis of individual differences in delay period

activity observed in areas such as thalamus and basal ganglia,

the magnitude of activity at the peak cingulate/SMA activity

cluster was computed for each subject and used as a regressor

of interest in a second-level regression analysis. This analysis

allowed us to index, across subjects, functional associations

between cingulate/SMA and other brain regions. We observed

significant correlations between activity in dorsal cingulate and

bilateral thalamus (P < 0.05, corrected) (Fig. 3). Additional

areas that correlated with peak cingulate activity included

adjacent regions of mid/anterior cingulate, supplementary motor

area, somatosensory hand area, hippocampus, and cerebellum

(P < 0.05, corrected).

Activity modulated by the CNV amplitude

To identify brain activity directly related to CNV amplitude,

we tested for a parametric modulation of activity during the

interstimulus interval by the CNV amplitude using a fixed-

effects analysis of data from the five subjects in whom CNV/

EEG data was successfully recorded synchronously with fMRI.

Each subject contributed one session of 40 trials with CNV

amplitude integral employed as a regressor of interest. Delay

period activity correlated with CNV amplitude was tested using

an F test with a threshold significance of P < 0.05 (whole brain

corrected). Activity within anterior cingulate (�2, 22, 20),

bilateral thalamus (10, �18,8; �12, �20, 8) and SMA (0, 2,

60) covaried with CNV amplitude (P < 0.05 corrected) (Fig.

4A). The correlation between negative amplitude of the CNV

and enhanced BOLD activity within the peak voxel identified in

this analysis within anterior cingulate cortex is shown in Fig. 4B

for one subject.

Shared neuroanatomical substrate for CNV and peripheral

autonomic arousal

We performed a second-level analysis of data from all 12

subjects to test the prediction that brain regions supporting CNV

are modulated by peripheral autonomic arousal, indexed by

GSR. Contrast images for activity attributable to GSR-related

changes and the CNV-task delay period were entered into a

second-level analysis to identify commonalities (i.e., where

responses are modulated significantly by both GSR and the

delay period associated with CNV). One shortcoming is that this

approach resulted in low-effect magnitude; hence, we report data

at a reduced threshold (P < 0.001, uncorrected). CNV-related

(delay period) activity associated with decreasing sympathetic

arousal (it was found in the SMA/midcingulate region and

bilateral insula). Within CNV-related brain regions, an area

associated with increase in skin conductivity (increasing sympa-

thetic arousal) was evident in paracingulate cortex, extending to

frontal pole and in bilateral lateral parietal regions (Fig. 5).
Discussion

We investigated neural activity associated with CNV gener-

ation by measuring brain activity during performance of a

forewarned reaction time task, a robust paradigm for eliciting

CNV. By simultaneously recording EEG, in a subgroup of

subjects, we were able to index regional brain activity associated

with the trial-by-trial fluctuation in CNV amplitude, thereby

identifying (and dissociating) activity related to CNV and from

other task-related effects. A second methodological achievement

entailed the simultaneous recording of GSR to identify sites of

interface between two psychophysiological indices of attention

(CNV) and arousal (GSR) (Frith and Allen, 1983).

Activity in supplementary motor area (SMA) and adjacent

cingulate cortex, thalamus, and bilateral insula was enhanced

during CNV task performance. We also noted effects in several

other regions including parietal cortex, cerebellum, dorsolateral,

and orbital prefrontal cortex. Some of this activity may reflect

recruitment of regions involved in timing and in motor preparation

during the delay period (Lee et al., 1999). However, the pattern of

delay period activity was overshadowed by activation in the dorsal

midline, close to the putative electrophysiological source of the

CNV. Previous imaging studies using fMRI and MEG have

implicated cingulate and SMA in both CNV and motor preparation

(Ioannides et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1999; Liu et al., 1996). The SMA

also contributes to coordination and programming of motor action,

particularly when initiated voluntarily (Jankelowitz and Colebatch,

2002; Jenkins et al., 2000). Neuroanatomically, a functional circuit

has been identified wherein the SMA sends efferent connections to

the neostriatum, which in turn sends information back to the SMA

via globus palidus and thalamus (Cunnington et al., 2001). Evi-

dence for a role of SMA in motor preparation suggests that this

region will have a greater contribution to late, rather than early,

components of the CNV. Consistent with this proposal, a reduction

in amplitude of CNV late component is reported in patients with

Parkinson’s disease in whom the integrity of the SMA–striatal–

thalamic circuit is disrupted (Ikeda et al., 1997). However, our own

evidence, which preferentially highlights early components of the

CNV, suggests that SMA activity as well as that within cingulate

cortex, may be reflected in both early and later phases of the CNV.

The early component of the CNV waveform, which has a peak

at around 1 s after onset of the warning stimulus, reflects in part an

orienting response and is influenced physical intensity of the S1

stimulus (Loveless and Sanford, 1975). An orienting response is

defined as an automatic, preattentive change in central activity and

peripheral state to novel and sudden environmental changes,

closely linked to changes in autonomic activity (Sokolov, 1963).

The design of our study was biased toward identifying activity

related to this early CNV component. This was particularly

apparent in the analysis of trial-by-trial covariation of regional

brain activity with CNV amplitude where thalamic, cingulate, and

insula activity was related to the early CNV component (the late

component was not measured). It is noteworthy that these regions,

in particular the anterior cingulate and insula, are implicated in

representing and generating states of autonomic arousal that

provide peripheral measures of stimulus orientation (Critchley et

al., 2001, 2002, 2003).

Interestingly, the relationship between cingulate/SMA region

and thalamic activity was highlighted by our findings of coincident

delay period activity in both regions that covaried with the

amplitude of the early phase of the CNV. The observation that
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magnitude of cingulate and thalamic activity during the delay

period correlated across subjects provides additional evidence for

a functional relationship between these regions. Enhanced activity

within anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is consistently observed in

tasks that engage working memory, selective attention, response

conflict monitoring, and during generation of error related nega-

tivity during executive functions (Barch et al., 2001; Braver et al.,

2001; Luks et al., 2002). One influential proposal is that ACC

activity plays a role as a detector of generic conflict (Braver et al.,

2001; Carter et al., 2000) or signals the presence of high compe-

tition load between incompatible responses or information pro-

cesses (Luks et al., 2002). Nevertheless, activity in ACC is also

observed in low-level processes including regulation of peripheral

arousal state and its integration with cognition (Critchley et al.,

2000, 2001, 2003). In our study, we show that dorsal anterior

cingulate activity relates to the preparatory delay period of the

CNV task, with rostral ACC regions more associated with early,

orienting components of the CNV. We also observed that ACC

regions were influenced by peripheral autonomic arousal state of

the subjects. These findings suggest that ACC activity observed

during complex cognitive tasks may, at least in part, reflect low-

level processes related to orientation, attentional, or autonomic

engagement.

A major finding of our study is observed involvement of

thalamus together with cingulate and SMA in CNV-related activity.

Thalamic participation in CNV generation is suggested by neuro-

physiological observations describing the role of thalamic Reticu-

lar Nucleus in anticipatory attention (Birbaumer et al., 1990;

Brunia and Van Boxtel, 2001; Elbert and Rockstroh, 1987; Skinner

and Yingling, 1976). The thalamic reticular nucleus (RN) is

proposed to regulate sensory information flow between thalamus

and cortex via GABAergic interconnections supporting negative

feedback in thalmo-cortical circuitry. In an attentive state, such as

in the CNV task, activation of midbrain reticular centers decrease

the firing of inhibitory thalamic RN interneurons, thereby enhanc-

ing information flow between thalamus and cortex and increasing

CNV amplitude (Elbert and Rockstroh, 1987; Yingling and Skin-

ner, 1975). In the awake state, enhanced attention increases both

the linear transfer of sensory information from thalamus to cortex

(Guillery et al., 1998) and the CNV-negative amplitude (Tecce,

1972). In addition to the role of RN neurons as a filter mechanism

for sensory information (Yingling and Skinner, 1975, 1976), local

inhibitory thalamic neurons in the mediodorsal nucleus and else-

where in the thalamus, are critical to attention-related information

processing in waking and attentive, vigilant state (Steriade, 2001,

2003). Our neuroimaging data implicate several thalamic regions,

including mediodorsal nucleus in CNV-related activity. We would

speculatively suggest that anterior cingulate cortex, where we

observed BOLD activity correlated with negative amplitude of

CNV, represents the critical generator of the early phase of the

CNV. The greater correlation of (early phase) CNV amplitude with

ACC, compared to SMA, activity, is consistent with the proposal

that the potential is initiated in ACC activity (Liu et al., 1996; Luks

et al., 2002). The thalamus, perhaps with basal ganglia, may act as

a secondary regulator of anticipatory cortical activity and conse-

quently contribute indirectly to the CNV negative potential. This

assertion is consistent with the more anterior distribution of early

phase, relative to the later phase, of CNV (Rohrbaugh et al., 1976).

Moreover, the thalamus and other encapsulated subcortical struc-

tures are unlikely, anatomically, to directly contribute to generation

of the CNV potential but may profoundly influence cortical
excitation. The CNV may nevertheless represent a specific process

common to preparatory attentional, sensory, and motor states. A

close cognitive and neuroanatomical relationship has been reported

between the CNV and the Bereitschaftspotential marking motor

readiness (Jahanshahi et al., 1995). Nevertheless, patients with

Parkinson’s disease show reduced CNV amplitude but relatively

intact Bereitschaftspotential, which lacks attentional component of

the motor movement (Ikeda et al., 1997).

On a trial-by-trial basis, GSR activity, indexing peripheral

sympathetic arousal, decreased over the S1–S2 interval and

presentation and showed a rebound increase after execution of

the motor response of the imperative S2 tone (Fig. 2). This

observation suggests an inverse relationship may exist between

CNV and peripheral arousal, consistent with the observation that

increased heart rate is associated with CNV reduction (Tecce,

1972) and that there is deceleration of heart rate slows over the

late phase of forewarned reaction time tasks such as that used to

evoke CNV (Frith and Allen, 1983). The event-related GSR

responses habituated over trials making the precise relationship

between GSR and CNV-related BOLD responses difficult to

determine. Nevertheless, conjunction analyses allowed us to iden-

tify discrete brain regions activated in common to the CNV task

and sympathetic arousal. Enhanced activity in parietal and medial

prefrontal cortical regions was common to both CNV task delay

period and increasing sympathetic arousal. These regions are

known to show activity enhancement during sustained attention

tasks, suggesting that arousal level enhances this aspect of fore-

warned reaction time task performance. Conversely, CNV-related

activity in midcingulate/SMA and bilateral basal ganglia was

decreased with increased sympathetic arousal, consistent with the

proposal that these motor preparatory areas are intimately linked

with the representation of peripheral autonomic tone, and mediate

the inverse relationship between central focused attention and

bodily arousal state.

A number of technical compromises had to be made to achieve

the objectives of our study. Simultaneous EEG and fMRI was

successful in only five subjects and we used a shorter time constant

for obtaining CNV data than would be used in an EEG laboratory

setting. The experimental design was optimized to decorrelate the

majority of the S1–S2 delay period (when CNV is generated) from

S2 and response-related activity, while preserving the psycholog-

ical expectancy of S2 (Jahanshahi et al., 1995). These two factors

may have biased our findings toward regional activity related to the

early phase of CNV and limited our inferences concerning the later

CNV component. Nevertheless, our findings represent a unique,

technically advanced and detailed identification of the functional

neuroanatomy underlying the CNV.

In summary, we identified a functional matrix of brain regions

engaged during the delay period of a forewarned reaction time task

associated with generation of the CNV. In particular, our study

highlights contributions from SMA, cingulate, thalamus, and

bilateral insula in anticipatory attention and motor preparatory

processes engendered by the task that are indexed electrophysio-

logically by generation of the CNV. A crucial strength of our study

is the simultaneous recording of CNV during fMRI data acquisi-

tion that enabled direct exploration of these electrophysiological

and neurovascular correlates of ‘‘cortical arousal’’. Together, our

findings confirmed involvement of thalamus, cingulate, and SMA

in generation of CNVand supported model of attention and arousal

mechanisms through regulation of sensory information between

reentrant thalamocortical neural pathways.
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